A Dichotomous Key to Your Teacher’s Favorite Cereal

Step #1:  
If the cereal is square, go to #8  
If the cereal is not square, go on to #2

Step #2  
If the cereal is similar to small pebbles or stones, go to #11  
If the cereal is not, go onto #3

Step #3  
If the cereal is shaped like a flake, go to #12  
If the cereal is not flake shaped, go below to #4

Step #4  
If the cereal is cereal is circular (including spheres or donut shaped), go to #14  
If the cereal is not, go onto #5

Step #5  
If the cereal is shaped like letters of the alphabet → ALPHA BITS  
If the cereal is shaped like small branches of a tree → ALL BRAN  
If the cereal is shaped like a hexagon, go to #6

Step #6  
If the hexagon has light white frosting on it → FROSTED CHEX  
If the hexagon has no frosting, go to #7

Step #7  
If the hexagon is dark brown → WHEAT CHEX  
If the hexagon is yellowish → CORN CHEX
STEP #8

If the square has cinnamon swirls → CINNAMON TOAST CRUNCH

If the square has frosting on only one side, go to #9.
If the square is made of a tiny woven pattern, go to #10.

Step #9

If the frosting is white → FROSTED MINI-WHEATS
If the frosting is pink → STRAWBERRY FROSTED MINI-WHEATS

Step #10

If the woven pattern has cinnamon and sugar crystals → CINNAMON LIFE
If the woven pattern is plain → LIFE

Step #11

If the stones are airy, light in color and make a noise when in milk → KRISPIES
IF the stones are dark and crunchy → Grape Nuts

Step #12

If the flake is frosted → FROSTED FLAKES
If the flake has no frosting, go to #13

Step #13

If the flake is dark brown and there are raisins → RAISIN BRAN
If the flake is dark brown and there are no raisins → BRAN FLAKES
If the flake is not dark brown → Special K
Step #14

If the circle is spherical → COCOA PUFFS
If the circle is donut shaped, go to #15

Step #15

If the donut shape is light brown → HONEY NUT CHEERIOS
If the donut shape is green with red spots → APPLE JACKS
If the donut shape has several bright colors → FRUIT LOOPS